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Information webinar

November 6, 2019

Towards a science-
based approach to 
net-zero in the 
corporate sector

IMPORTANT: This document is work-in-progress. It does not necessarily
reflect the views of the SBTi or all of its partners. Because this document is a
work-in-progress, it may still change, perhaps profoundly.
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• This webinar is being recorded.
• Slides and a recording will be 

posted to our website. They will 
also be emailed to you. 

• Please type your questions 
into the Q&A box. 

• There will be time for clarification 
questions at the end of the 
webinar.

• Feedback on the open 
questions will be collected via 
a survey, details in the 
presentation.

Welcome
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Objectives

1. To share the latest thinking of the 
SBTi on corporate net-zero target-
setting;

2. To describe the planned process 
and opportunities for engagement 
and feeding into the process;

0 Welcome – agenda, objectives of the 
session and introduction of speakers

1
Introduction – the need to reach net-
zero emissions and overview of 1.5°C 
campaign

2 Net-zero foundations – terminology, 
definition and principles

3
Net-zero process – overview, 
opportunities for engagement and next 
steps

4 Q&A

agenda
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1 Introduction – the need to reach net-zero emissions 
and overview of 1.5°C campaign



Introduction  l  Key takeaways from the IPCC Special Report on 1.5°C
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1. There are significant climate impacts in going above 1.5°C, some
of which may be irreversible.

2. According to the IPCC Special Report on 1.5°C, reaching and
sustaining net-zero anthropogenic global emissions is necessary
to halt anthropogenic global warming. Net-zero would have to be
reached in the following timescales:

• By ~2050 to keep warming below 1.5°C
• By ~2070 to keep warming well-below 2°C

3. The longer it takes to reach net-zero emissions, the higher the
reliance in carbon sequestration and carbon removal measures:

• The feasibility of carbon removal at scale remains uncertain;
• Possible additional mitigation costs in the longer-term;
• Additional demand for land-use and trade-offs on other

SDGs.

4. For the corporate sector, this means transitioning towards
business models that are compatible with a net-zero economy
within the next three to five decades.



Introduction  l  Business stepping up ambition for 1.5°C
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Campaign supporters
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Companies can join the campaign by signing a pledge form.
Through the pledge, companies commit to align to 1.5°C
within 24 months through any of the following options:

► Science-based targets: By aligning GHG emission
reduction targets, across all relevant scopes , with 1.5°C
emissions scenarios;

► Net-zero commitment: By setting a public goal to reach
net-zero emissions by no later than 2050 in line with
1.5°C scenarios and interim quantitative targets,
consistent with this ambition, and in line with the criteria
and recommendations of the Science Based Targets
initiative;
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2 Net-zero foundations – terminology, definition and 
principles



Towards net-zero  l  Why do we need a standard framework for corporate net-zero targets?
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According to data disclosed to CDP, the number of companies referring to strategies to neutralise their impact on the 
climate has been growing in the past few years. Yet, the terms carbon neutrality, climate neutrality and increasingly, net-
zero, have often been used interchangeably and sometimes inconsistently.

Source: P. Faria based on CDP data
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Scope of climate 
impacts
• CO2 emissions
• All GHGs
• GHG and other 

climate impacts

Scope of 
activities
• Operations
• Value Chain
• Products
• Others

Mitigation 
approach
• Decarbonisation
• Removals
• Avoided emissions
• Offsetting
• Hybrid

Timeframe
• Short-term
• Long-term

13

A closer look into corporate climate neutrality targets shows that targets often differ across four key 
dimensions:

Target boundary



Towards net-zero  l  Clarifying terms and definitions
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Carbon neutrality: Net zero carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are achieved when 
anthropogenic CO2 emissions are balanced globally by anthropogenic CO2

removals over a specified period. Net zero CO2 emissions are also referred to as 
carbon neutrality;

Net-zero emissions: Net zero emissions are achieved when anthropogenic 
emissions of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere are balanced by anthropogenic 
removals over a specified period. Where multiple greenhouse gases are involved, 
the quantification of net zero emissions depends on the climate metric chosen to 
compare emissions of different gases (such as global warming potential, global 
temperature change potential, and others, as well as the chosen time horizon);

Climate neutrality: Concept of a state in which human activities result in no net 
effect on the climate system. Achieving such a state would require balancing of 
residual emissions with emission (carbon dioxide) removal as well as accounting 
for regional or local bio-geophysical effects of human activities that, for example, 
affect surface albedo or local climate;
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Scope of climate forcers covered

CO2 emissions All GHG 
emissions

GHG emissions 
and other 

radiative forcing

e.g. carbon 
neutral product

e.g. climate 
neutral company

e.g. net-zero 
value-chain 
emissions

S
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Operations

Value Chain

Product life 
cycle

Site
e.g. carbon 

neutral facility

Carbon 
neutrality

Climate 
neutrality

Net-zero 
emissions

• For most sectors and companies, the 
release of GHG emissions into the 
atmosphere represents the most relevant 
impact on the climate. In these cases, 
net-zero emissions and climate neutrality 
can be considered equivalent;

• When non-CO2 emissions are NOT 
relevant for a company, carbon neutrality, 
net-zero emissions and climate neutrality 
can be considered equivalent;



Towards net-zero  l  Mitigation approaches
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1. Eliminating the sources 
of GHG emissions

2. Balancing emissions with 
removals

3. Balancing emissions with 
emissions avoided through 
the use of sold products / 

services 

4. Balancing emissions with 
carbon credits from carbon 

removal activities

5. Balancing emissions with 
carbon credits from 

emission reduction projects 

How does the 
company intend to 

neutralise the 
impact of their 

activities on the 
climate?
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Base year Target year

GHG  emissions 
generated within 

the value chain of 
the company and 
released into the 

atmosphere

Base year Target year

GHG  emissions 
generated within the 

value chain of the 
company and released 

into the atmosphere

GHG  emissions captured 
and stored before they 
are released into the 
atmosphere

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

1. Decarbonization - Neutrality is achieved/claimed by eliminating the sources of emissions within the boundary of the target. This is often
achieved by avoiding activities that generate emissions (e.g. avoiding combustion of fossil fuels) and/or by preventing the release of the
emissions that continue to be generated (e.g. through the capture and permanent storage of emissions before they are released into the
atmosphere).

1 2 3 4 5
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1. Decarbonization – Example

1 2 3 4 5

CO2

Base year scenario: Electric
utility generates electricity with
a mix of GHG emitting
technologies (e.g. coal and
gas)

Net-zero scenario 1: Electric utility has shifted entire
generation capacity from fossil to renewable technologies

Net-zero scenario 2: Electric utility has shifted some
assets from emitting to non-emitting technologies and has
retrofitted the remaining assets with carbon capture and
storage capabilities

CO2



Target year

Towards net-zero  l  Mitigation approaches
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2. Balancing emissions with removals within the value-chain - Neutrality is achieved/claimed by balancing unabated emissions with an
appropriate amount of carbon removals happening within the value-chain of the company.

Base year

GHG  emissions 
generated within the 

value chain of the 
company and released 

into the atmosphere

CO2 sequestered from the atmosphere and permanently 
stored through activities happening within the value-chain of 
the company

Unabated GHG emissions

1 2 3 4 5
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2. Balancing emissions with removals within the value-chain – Example

1 2 3 4 5

CO2

Base year scenario: Electric utility
generates electricity with a mix of
GHG emitting technologies (e.g. coal
and gas)

Net-zero scenario: Electric utility has shifted some assets from fossil to fossil-free
technologies, has retrofitted some assets with carbon capture and storage capabilities,
and is sequestering and storing an amount of carbon equivalent to the amount of carbon
still released into the atmosphere by the remaining assets through land under
operational or financial control by the company

CO2
CO2CO2



Target year

Towards net-zero  l  Mitigation approaches
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3. Balancing emissions with emissions avoided through the use of sold products / services - Neutrality is achieved/claimed by balancing
unabated emissions with an equivalent amount of emissions avoided through the use of sold products or services

Base year

GHG  emissions 
generated within 

the value chain of 
the company and 
released into the 

atmosphere

Emissions in 
reference 
scenario

Emissions 
resulting from 

the use of 
sold products

Avoided 
emissions

Unabated 
GHG 
emissions

Within the value chain of the company Within the boundary (e.g. market) where the use of sold products is 
deemed to have a positive climate impact

1 2 3 4 5



Target year

Towards net-zero  l  Mitigation approaches
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3. Balancing emissions with emissions avoided through the use of sold products / services – Example

Base year

Emissions in 
reference scenario 

(coal-based 
generation)

Emissions 
resulting from 
displacing coal 
from the grid

Avoided 
emissions

Within the value chain of the company Within the boundary (e.g. market) where the use of sold products is 
deemed to have a positive climate impact

1 2 3 4 5

Base year scenario:
Electric utility
generates electricity
predominantly with
high carbon fuels (e.g.
coal)

CO2

CO2

Gas-based electricity is being generated
and distributed into a grid with high
carbon intensity, therefore, displacing
higher-carbon electricity. Company
claims neutrality by balancing the
emissions still released into the
atmosphere (e.g. from the combustion of
natural gas) with the emissions avoided
by displacing higher-carbon electricity
(e.g. generated through coal).

Net-zero scenario:
Electric utility has shifted
some assets from coal
to renewable
technologies and has
shifted the remaining
assets from higher to
lower carbon fuels (e.g.
from coal to gas).

CO2

CO2
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4. Balancing emissions with carbon credits from carbon removal projects - Neutrality is achieved/claimed by balancing unabated
emissions with carbon credits generated from activities that remove carbon from the atmosphere outside of the value-chain of the company.

Target yearBase year

GHG  emissions 
generated within 

the value chain of 
the company and 
released into the 

atmosphere

Unabated 
GHG 
emissions

Within the value chain of the company Within project boundary

Carbon 
stored in 
reference 
scenario 

within project 
boundary

Carbon stored 
within project 

boundary  after 
implementation 

of carbon 
removal activity

Verified 
removals

1 2 3 4 5
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4. Balancing emissions with carbon credits from carbon removal projects – Example

1 2 3 4 5

Target yearBase year

Within the value chain of the company

Base year scenario:
Electric utility
generates electricity
predominantly with
high carbon fuels (e.g.
coal)

CO2

CO2 Net-zero scenario:
Electric utility has shifted
some assets from coal
to renewable
technologies and has
shifted the remaining
assets from higher to
lower carbon fuels (e.g.
from coal to gas).

Within project boundary

Carbon stored 
in baseline 
scenario

Annual carbon 
being stored 
within project 

boundary  after 
implementation 
of reforestation 

project

Verified 
removals

The utility is contributing to finance
a forest restoration project and is
purchasing the carbon (removal)
credits from the project to
compensate emissions from the
combustion of natural gas

CO2

CO2
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5. Balancing emissions with carbon credits from emission reduction projects - Neutrality is achieved/claimed by balancing unabated
emissions with carbon credits generated from activities that reduce emissions outside of the value-chain of the company.

Target yearBase year

GHG  emissions 
generated within 

the value chain of 
the company and 
released into the 

atmosphere

Unabated 
GHG 
emissions

Within the value chain of the company Within project boundary

Emissions in 
reference 
scenario

Emissions after 
implementation 

of emission 
reduction 

project

Verified 
emission 
reductions

1 2 3 4 5
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5. Balancing emissions with carbon credits from emission reduction projects – Example

1 2 3 4 5

Target yearBase year

Within the value chain of the company

Base year scenario:
Electric utility
generates electricity
predominantly with
high carbon fuels (e.g.
coal)

CO2

CO2 Net-zero scenario:
Electric utility has shifted
some assets from coal
to renewable
technologies and has
shifted the remaining
assets from higher to
lower carbon fuels (e.g.
from coal to gas).

Within project boundary

The utility is contributing to finance
an energy efficiency project that is
avoiding emissions, amongst
consumers, that would have been
generated in the absence of such
project. Carbon credits from the
project are being used to balance
unabated gas-combustion
emissions.

Baseline 
emissions 

within 
boundary of 
intervention

Emissions after 
implementation 
of demand-side 

energy efficiency 
project

Verified 
emission 
reductions

CO2

CO2
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How do we assess the strengths and weaknesses of these different mitigation
approaches? How do we design a framework for driving and assessing long-
term net-zero targets that is informed by science?



Towards net-zero  l  Guiding principles
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Physical 
dimension

Societal risk 
dimension

Transition risk 
dimension

Transformational 
dimension

Principle 1: Reaching net-zero
emissions involves achieving a state
in which the business model of the
company results in no net
accumulation of GHG in the
atmosphere;

Principle 2: Companies should
transition towards net-zero in line
with mitigation pathways that limit
global warming to 1.5°C with no or
limited overshoot;

Principle 3: Transitioning towards
net-zero should effectively mitigate
the climate-related transition risks to
which the company is exposed;

Principle 4: The approach followed
by the company to reach net-zero
emissions should inform long-term
strategies and investments and
should provide certainty to
investors, and other stakeholders,
that the business model of the
company will continue to be viable
in a net-zero carbon economy;



Towards net-zero  l  Assessment of mitigation approaches against guiding principles
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Effectiveness to
neutralise impacts
from the company
on the climate

Consistency with
1.5°C mitigation
pathways

Effectiveness to mitigate 
climate-related transition 
risks

Effectiveness to drive 
transformation and to inform 
long-term strategies and 
investments

Decarbonisation
High

As long as decarbonisation
happens in line with 1.5ºC
pathways

High High

Balance of emissions with 
removals within the value 
chain

Depending on the permanence 
of sequestration

Consistent only when removals
are permanent and limited to
balancing residual emissions

In some cases In some cases

Balance of emissions with 
carbon credits from removal 
activities

Depending on the permanence 
of sequestration

Consistent only when removals
are permanent and limited to
balancing residual emissions

Limited Limited

Balance of emissions with 
avoided emissions through 
the use of sold-products

Limited Not consistent In some cases Limited

Balance of emissions with 
carbon credits from reduction 
activities

Limited Not consistent Limited Limited

Note: The assessment has been conducted applying the GHG balance sheet to the different mitigation approaches
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Baseline emissions: 
Value-chain emissions in 

the base year

Residual emissions:
Value-chain residual emissions in the net-zero 

target year (e.g. 2050) 

1

3

Carbon removals:
Amount of carbon to be removed in 
order to reach net-zero emissions

4

Net-zero definition

Reaching net-zero emissions for a company means achieving a state
in which the activities within the value-chain of a company result in no
net impact on the climate from greenhouse gas emissions. This is
achieved by reducing value-chain greenhouse gas emissions, in line
with 1.5°C pathways, and by balancing the impact of any remaining
greenhouse gas emissions with an appropriate amount of carbon
removals.
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3 Net-zero process – overview, opportunities for 
engagement and next steps
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Corporate target setting and target 
validation framework

Standards and market
infrastructure to support
quantification, verification,
tracking and finance of carbon
removals

GHG Protocol will develop new 
guidance on accounting for land-

sector emissions and accounting of 
removals

Multi-stakeholder campaign to drive 
corporate commitments to align to 1.5°C 
and to leverage these commitments to 
create enabling policy frameworks

Corporate accountability and tracking of 
progress in the transition towards net-zero 
business models (e.g. disclosure, scoring, 
ACT, etc.). 
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Guiding principles

Overarching principles to
inform net-zero definition
and the development of
net-zero guidance and
criteria

Definition

Net-zero definition in the
corporate sector in line
with guiding principles

Net-zero guidance

Practitioner’s guidance to
inform the formulation
and implementation of
net-zero targets in the
corporate sector

Criteria

Criteria to inform the
formulation and
assessment of corporate
net-zero targets

Net-zero foundations paper

Corporate net-zero guidance

Q4, 2019

Q2 2020



Towards net-zero  l  Next steps

4. Final corporate net-zero guidance & criteria
Including recommendations and qualitative and quantitative criteria 

to assess corporate net-zero targets

(Q2, 2020)

1. Business ambition for 1.5°C pledge

Including net-zero working definition

(Q2, 2019)

2. Net-zero definition & principles
Net-zero foundations paper

(Q4, 2019)

3. Draft corporate net-zero guidance & consultation
Draft business guide to net-zero and public consultation process

(Q1, 2020)Initial public consultation 
focused on definition, principles 
and inputs for net-zero guidance

Second public consultation 
focused on draft net-zero 

guidance



Towards net-zero  l  Get involved
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Net-zero foundations paper –
draft for consultation (link)

Online survey (link)
Please complete by Nov 15

https://sciencebasedtargets.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Towards-a-science-based-approach-to-climate-neutrality-in-the-corporate-sector-Draft-for-comments.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeZvPRyXZpkHfjdRcznd-iqdfX9ju4Bk-kunZdjZqofRZI5VQ/viewform
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The role of removals

The sequestration and storage of
atmospheric carbon plays an important role
in integrated assessment model (IAM)
scenarios. However, there are uncertainties
about the scale at which removals can
occur, and concerns about deterring short or
long-term decarbonisation by relying on the
ability to remove carbon at scale in the
future. The SBTi is taking a precautionary
approach on this and is recommending that
the use of removals is limited to balancing
the impact of residual emissions as per
1.5°C consistent scenarios with no or limited
overshoot. Do you agree with this
approach?

(to be answered through the survey)
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Removals outside of the value-chain

Carbon removal activities could potentially
occur within the value-chain of companies
(e.g. for companies with land-related
activities) but also outside of the value-chain
of companies (e.g. through market
mechanisms). The SBTi has not adopted a
position on this yet. Please share your views
about the source of removals for corporate
net-zero targets recognised by the SBTi

Should removals outside of 
the value-chain be used to 

achieve net-zero emissions?

(to be answered through the survey)

NOTE: The upcoming GHG Protocol guidance development will determine how emissions
and removals need to be publicly reported by companies. The aggregation of emissions
presented in the table below is included with the sole purpose of illustrating the different
components potentially involved in the determination of net GHG emissions at the
corporate level.
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Net-zero claims

Companies may start balancing their
unabated emissions with removals before
achieving the level of decarbonisation that is
compatible with achieving net-zero
emissions at the global level. In your view,
what type of claims should companies make
in these cases?

(to be answered through the survey)
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Ambition of interim targets

Net-zero targets are generally long-term
targets (exceeding a 15 year timeframe).
For this reason, the SBTi recommends
supplementing long-term net-zero targets
with interim targets. In your opinion, what
should be the ambition required for interim
targets to be recognised by the SBTi? (Note:
interim targets refer to short or mid-term
targets that supplement long-term net-zero
targets)

(to be answered through the survey)



GHG Protocol update  l  Need for new guidance
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Limited guidance for corporate GHG inventories on accounting for emissions and removals from land use, land use change 
and forestry across the scopes 

Project accounting: 
Guidance for quantifying and 
reporting GHG reductions 
from LULUCF project 
activities 

Product-level inventories: 
Includes guidance on 
accounting for land use 
change (Appendix B)

Agriculture sector 
guidance for 
companies

Increasing questions about how 
to account for activities such as:

 Land use and 
management

 Land use change
 Carbon removals 
 Bioenergy
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• New Greenhouse Gas Protocol 
guidance will be developed on how to 
account for:

• Land use
• Land use change
• Carbon removals
• Bioenergy

• Guidance will build on existing GHG 
Protocol standards, covering scopes 1, 2 
and 3

• Guidance will be used by the Science 
Based Targets initiative

Get involved:

 Scoping survey (early 2019)
• Convene technical working group and review group

(Q4 2019)
• Develop first draft (Q3 2020)
• Review and pilot testing (Q4 2020)
• Publish guidance (Q3 2021)

Click here to learn more about the project

yelena.akopian
Typewritten Text
If you are interested in participating, please fill out the expression of interest form by Sunday, November 10.

yelena.akopian
Typewritten Text

yelena.akopian
Typewritten Text

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdXbos-N_M4csaV9NzwIh6sDBKYM8t9Ekn2KlX_yu2zj2DoSA/viewform
http://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/GHG%20Protocol%20Carbon%20Removals%20%20Land%20Sector%20Project%20Overview%20FINAL.pdf
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4 Q&A
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